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A
Author,
title

Ivanov A., Riot Gold
Alpina Prose

Publisher
ISBN
Year
Pages
Genre

978-5-00139-504-1
2021
708
Prose

The year is 1778. Mining plants have taken over the
Ural region. They have only one way to get product to
the rest of Russia - the tumultuous Chusovaya river. But
the barges with factory iron keep sinking by the river
rocks. The factory melters who guide the barges down
the river have a way to avoid crashes: to ask for help
from the secret river rulers - those who live in hiding
and hold the 'iron caravans' in their firm grip. But the
young melder Ostasha, trying to figure out the reasons
behind his father's death, starts a riot against the way
things are run at Chusovaya. In order to clear his and his
father's names, he will have to find Pugachev's treasure,
hidden somewhere nearby. But the real treasure isn't
Pugachev's bounty, but the answer to the question-- how
can one do an unbearable task and not lose one's soul.

Author,
title

Ivanov A., The Heart
of parma

Publisher

Alpina. Prose

ISBN
Year
Pages
Genre

978-5-00139-500-3
2021
708
Prose

XV century from the Birth of Christ, almost seven
thousand years from the Creation of the world ...
The Moscow citystate is getting stronger and
assessing the wealth of its near and far neighbors.
Russia is slowly conquering the Urals. But what of
the Urals’ native people? They are not savages,
they are pagans who live in the forest in pagan
kingdoms. The taiga world is wonderoud and
terrifying for newcomers. The people here do not
believe that a soul must be saved - here, they pray
to the harsh gods of fate. Will the Orthodox cross
overcome the evil spirits of the coniferous ocean?
Will the outsider, Jesus Christ, conquer this gloomy
universe? Will the local people become Russians?
And will the Russians become local? Alexey
Ivanov's novel "The Heart of Parma" is about how
people and nations search for homeland becomes
one’s search for destiny.

Author,
title

Limonov Edward, It's me,
Eddie

Publisher

Alpina. Prose

ISBN
Year
Pages
Genre

978-5-00139-471-6
2021
360
Prose

Writer and journalist Eduard Limonov’s first and
most famous novel is largely autobiographical..
Today, four decades after the first publication,“It's
Me - Eddie”, remains the most outspoken and
scandalous Russian-language novel. Altough
provocative, the novel still manages to remain
tasteful, mostly due to Limonov’s literary skills.
His hero, a young poet, emigrates from the USSR
to America with his wife, but she soon leaves him,
as he is barely making ends meet. Left alone in a
huge city, Eddie wanders around New York in
search of love, work, oblivion, adventure and himself.

Publisher

Mamleev Yuri, Peace &
Laughter
Translated by Leonid
Bershidsky
Alpina. Prose

ISBN
Year
Pages
Genre

978-5-00139-473-0
2021
360
Prose

Author,
title

Yuri Mamleev is the father and recognized master
of the genre of metaphysical realism. Literature for
the end of the world, the genre explores black
holes and chasms that open up in human souls.
“Life is heaven mocking earth” the writer says.
Mamleev's prose entwines mysticism with reality.
The hero of the novel "Peace and Laughter"
disappears without a trace, leaving behind only a
reflection in the mirror. Friends who go in search
of him will have to face secret organizations,
encounter the living dead and human monsters. As
the unknown and the unknowable laugh at the
world and people, dreams and reality merge
together.

Author,
title

Orwell George, 1984
Translated by Leonid
Bershidsky

Publisher

Alpina. Prose

ISBN
Year
Pages
Genre

978-5-9614-2525-3
2021
352
Prose

1984 was George Orwell’s last novel- he published
it in 1949, a year before his death. The anti-utopia
made him famous and remains a golden standard
for the genre to this day. The setting of the novel is
London, one of the major cities of the new
totalitarian super-empire Oceania. Frightengly
detailed descritption of society rooted in fear and
opression becomes the backdrop to one of the most
enthralling stories about humanity ever seen in
world literature. The story centers on a party
member turned dissident Winston Smith and his
dangerous affaird with a coworker.

E
Author,
title

Sukhbat Aflatuni,
Paradise on Earth

Publisher

EKSMO

ISBN
Year
Pages

978-5-04-100552-8
2020
320

The place of residence far from being idyll: the
windows of the block overlook the field where the
Poles were executed in the late thirties. The main
events of narration unfold - though not directly around this field. Plusha is half Polish; Natalie had
a Polish husband. For some reason, men in the
block either die or leave. The field is about to
become a construction site, but the construction,
barely having started, stops. Among those executed
by shooting there believed to be an Orthodox priest
Thomas Golembovsky, a Polish man who had
adopted Orthodoxy and who is about to be
canonized. What expresses itself more in this novel
– present day reality or history? It is up to the
reader to make a choice.

Author,
title

Bulat Khanov, Teacher
as an Experiment

Publisher

EKSMO

ISBN
Year
Pages

978-5-04-104887-7
2019
348

Roman, a cum laude graduate of Moscow State University with a
degree in philology, boards a train from Moscow to Kazan. He is
on a secret mission, which we will only find out about at the very
end. Roman, the protagonist of Inconstant Level, first believes that
everything is going quite smoothly. His students are about the
same as in the novel by Alexey Ivanov, set twenty years ago, but
initially Roman takes on the challenge quite boldly
and
energetically. His life becomes quite cozy. We can hardly notice
the moment when his cozy existence starts turning into hell.
Perhaps it all begins with the speeches of his superiors. Or perhaps
it all starts when Roman gets his first paycheck and realizes that
he has to look for discounts in grocery stores. Then he finds
himself out of money and can’t afford any groceries at all, let
alone pay his rent. Hell oozes into his life in microscopic doses.
And then Roman, a good guy overall, finds himself yelling at his
students, and they become more and more unbearable: dumb, rude,
and always doing something else on their gadgets.
In the end, Roman chooses to quit his job. He did not gain
anything either, and only got bored and tired. But in fact, he did
learn a lot. This was a sociological experiment - the goal was to
find out how long a young teacher could stay in an ordinary
Russian school with its low salaries, load of useless and unpaid
assignments and constant pressure from the part of students’
parents.
Is this book about modern schools, or just about life where there is
increasingly less oxygen to breathe, as if someone has been
pumping the air out until everyone suffocates, slowly but surely?
It’s most likely the latter, and we have already learned to live with
just a bare minimum of oxygen in the air.

Author,
title

Bulat Khanov, Anger

Publisher

EKSMO

ISBN
Year
Pages

978-5-04-100009-7
2019
288

The novel is speaking on behalf of a mature man
who thought he was smarter than his wife,
colleagues and his destiny. The aging intellectual
Gleb Veretinsky reminds us of Humbert from
Lolita: he is pedantically elegant, intelligent and
educated, but he is a complete failure in his
personal life. he is a lecturer at Kazan University,
who explores the lyrics of the Silver Age and the
literary avant-garde. Like many intellectuals, he
feels guilty about what is happening around him,
but as a typical obsessive neurotic, he is drowned
in burdensome attachments and, time after time,
assumes responsibility that he cannot cope with. He
lost all his feelings for his wife, and the young
girls, though they like him, are all dead from the
neck up. Art can be a remedy. Otherwise everything
you loved will turn to anger. And in the end, the
main character feels nothing but anger, which, as
psychologists say, denotes your powerlessness. The
novel is written with a ruthless and acute pen,
representing the most honest mirror young authors
place to reflect the times we live in.

Author,
title

Stella Prudhon, Dedeime

Publisher

EKSMO

ISBN
Year
Pages

978-5-04-099869-2
2019
160

Nathan and Hannah gave birth to seven children,
but Nathan fell out of love with his wife and
frequently cheated her. However, as it is often the
case with large Caucasian families, the couple
continued to live together. Hannah had to accept
her husband’s double life, but she let herself go
completely. To feel young again, Hannah took the
firstborn daughter from her son, Dovid, and was
raising the girl herself as her own daughter. It
appears that this is common practice in mountain
families, no one can oppose the mother, who is the
first after God.
The girl was named Shekker after her grandmother
and had to call her real mother a sister, while she
addressed her granny as “Mother”.
Young Shekker’s life is “programmed” for years to
come – a heavy scenario does not imply the
reunion with her parents, which she dreams of.. The
heart of a detailed, authentic household description
comprises stories about the agony of becoming an
adult, collision with traditions and attempts to be
closer to the most important person on earth – the
mother

Author,
title

Maria Averina, Human
Contours
World From Under the
Table

Publisher

EKSMO

ISBN
Year
Pages

978-5-04-103632-4
2019
412

Russia in the 1990s, as seen by a little girl.
Maria Averina’s book is about the 1990s, when the
main character Masha was a little girl. It was a time
when all things that had been stable for decades
changed in an instant, and you could no longer find
any peace and quiet. The reader will appreciate the
living story seen through the eyes of the child as if
from under the table. From the child’s point of view
we can see the adult impression of everything that is
taking place in the big world, and the external big
world is, after all, Russia at the end of the 20th
century: a hard time of change.
The characters of the novel are mostly women, who
have found themselves in the path of history. They
are at once ordinary and extraordinary, and radiate
lots of light and warmth. When you read about
them – how they raised their children, how they
queued in stores, lived on food aid, watched TV
film series, how they survived, staunchly and
calmly and accepting their fate – you begin to
appreciate what it took to survive in those difficult
times.

Author,
title

Stepan Gavrilov, Heaven
is No Haven

Publisher

EKSMO

ISBN
Year
Pages

978-5-04-104888-4
2020
288

The story takes place in St. Petersburg and several
other places in Russia, in the present day and recent
past. The nameless protagonist and his numerous
acquaintances are people who have left their
heartland homes and moved to St. Petersburg. They
do not have any distinct goals, they keep changing
jobs, and in their free time they often get high. The
manuscript is the life story of the protagonist, his
past and present. The protagonist is tormented by
the lack of social or career goals, hangs out with a
crowd of free artists and idlers, crooks and even
criminals and drug addicts, and keeps changing
jobs, doing mostly unqualified labor. His entire
being is framed in radically reflective philosophy
that protests against the meaningless environment
we all live in. The narrative consists of stories told
by characters we meet in short encounters, which
characterize the chaotic and criminal recent past of
Russia.

Author,
title

Tatyana Ustinova, The
Earring of Artemis

Publisher

EKSMO

ISBN
Year
Pages

978-5-04-109239-9
2019
320

Nastya is seventeen. She is at once quite timid and
demanding of herself. A future actress, she has a
difficult relationship with her mother and the world
around her. Her mother, in her opinion, is no good.
Her grandmother, Maria Timofeevna, is a stately
and beautiful lady, who for some reason hates
Nastya’s late father, a genius writer! But why..?
What for..? What mysteries are her mother and
grandmother hiding? One morning, during Nastya’s
entrance exam at the theatre school, a terrible thing
happens: a young actress and star of many TV
series is killed. Nastya and her friend Danya
become almost eyewitnesses to the murder, and
they themselves might be in danger. In fact, the
entire family, which consists only of a few women,
is in danger! Her life, quite routine and yet
comfortable, could be destroyed and fall into pieces
that cannot be put together. All three heroines of the
story go through their own trials and tribulations:
all three discover each other’s secrets and get to
know each other in a new way. Men reach out to
help them – each gets her own hero –and it
becomes unclear how they could have survived
without each other for so long.

Author,
title

Shirin Shafieva, Salsa,
Spindel and Zero
Greenwich

Publisher

EKSMO

ISBN
Year
Pages

978-5-04-110063-6
2020
384

Every disaster has omens: be it animals and birds
behaving strangely, a sudden low tide, or the sky
turning an unusual colour. But only those who
spend their lives waiting for a disaster can read
these signs. Banu is one of these people. It is her
love that became the starting point of the impending
end of the world.
It all begins in late July. Amazed by her friend’s
stories about the crazy parties she goes to, Banu
signs up for salsa lessons and... falls in love with
her Teacher. Irreversibly in love.
But this love is deadly. Each of his movements, her
extra heart beats, every word he said made her
tremble inside. It is like a curse, like a bad dream.
But why can no one else besides her see it? Why
can others not see that the sea has become shallow
and that the moon over the city is enormous and
blood-red like a Sicilian orange?
Something terrible leads Banu into the dark,
overpowers her soul and makes her fall in love and
die. She finds herself ready to give in to that
temptation, to dissolve into her last dance, forever.
A dance of bones.

Author,
title

Roman Kanushkin,
Telephonist

Publisher

EKSMO

ISBN
Year
Pages

978-5-04-112283-6
2020
608

“Clear your mind of any ready-made schemes and
prejudices ...»
«The one we are waiting for is very close ...»
Inventing the plot of his new novel, famous writer
Forell could never imagine what his book would
turn into. The chapters play out the script for a
series of brutal murders that hit the city.
The victims of these crimes are women, and the
crimes themselves are not only filmed, but also
shown live on the Web.
An imitation or deliberately and thoroughly planned
story of a serial killer? Is Forell a victim or a
maniac? Winner or loser?
“The game is almost over. The one we are waiting
for is very close.”

Author,
title

Christina Guepting, Sis

Publisher

EKSMO

ISBN
Year
Pages

978-5-04-105007-8
2019
192

Yulia tells the whole truth, and from that moment
on the family splits into two camps: those who do
not believe her, and those who suspect that she
could be telling the truth. After all, Yulia is not only
slandering her brother, she is even living and
sleeping with another woman.
Each chapter of the book is told from the point of
view of a different family member. Christina
Guepting neatly and precisely describes the lives of
ordinary people.
“Sis” is an acute social drama that highlights the
most frightening aspects of life. The topics raised
in the book are universal, and the vivid description
of remote areas of the Russian North adds colour to
this story.

Author,
title

Ana Serry, Fragile
Balance

Publisher

EKSMO

ISBN
Year
Pages

978-5-04-109055-5
2020
288

Diana Oliver is a paramedic. She saves people’s
lives during the day, and in the evenings she goes
to bars with friends or spends time at the shooting
gallery. Diana was confident – her life will always
be happy and trouble-free, until the fate brought
her to the top of the Italian mafia. The girl was
careless, but very soon she would become a part of
the criminal world, because her talent to hit the
target did not go unnoticed.
Stefano Visconti is the head of Morte Nera clan
used to control everything. His every transaction is
successful, his every enemy is sworn. But for major
operations, he needs a sniper, a man with perfect
accuracy, obeying any of his orders, devoted to
him. And the fragile paramedic girl is ideally suited
for this role, able to cope not only with her own
feelings, but also with any weapon ...

Author,
title

Max Maximov, Sunshine

Publisher

EKSMO

ISBN
Year
Pages

978-5-04-109958-9
2020
288

A weed of unknown origin has been rapidly
spreading its roots all across the Earth. This lichen
has already spread across hundreds of kilometers
and is several kilometers high. People who go near
to the plant lose their minds, however it has no
effect on people with Down’s syndrome.
The plant itself creates horrifying monsters out of
the living organisms it has killed. Suddenly, people
realise that only people with Down’s syndrome can
overcome the destructive power of the weed. The
Institute of Space Infections assembles a group of
Travelers to go to the centre of the parasitic plant.

Author,
title

Max Maximov, To the
Mars!

Could the dreams become reality or the illusory
world could never become a real one?

Publisher

EKSMO

ISBN
Year
Pages

978-5-04-103586-0
2019
320

Ivan had heard all his life that one should be
grateful for what he has, yet Ivan always knew
what he wants from his life. Bad luck could not stop
him, as he learned from his mistakes. It went that
way, until one day the fate decided to interfere.
As soon as Ivan reaches all he dreamt of (becomes a
millionaire, launches a rocket to Mars to colonize
the red planet), then everything turns into dust. Is
the main character becoming crazy or is someone
else re-writing his story? What if this nightmare
began when he saw what he was not supposed to
see in his childhood? Or has he just crossed the line
that separates a genius from a madman?

Author,
title

Max Maximov,
Apocalypse

Publisher

EKSMO

ISBN
Year
Pages

978-5-04-099631-5
2019
416

To read or not to read – this is not a question. If you
are a sci-fi-minded – this is your reading.
As the title of the book clearly tells, we are going to
read 3 stories of an apocalypse:
Will a sinful person open the door to paradise if he
washes away his bloody sins by caring for his
disabled daughter? Will humanoid robot ever get to
paradize? Disabled girl Eva is ready for anything to
help her father and robot friend save their souls ...
In the world of the distant future, people have to
fight with giant insects that have captured all the
territories that once belonged to humanity. Only in
a huge underground bunker called Shelter, filled
with the latest technological innovations, can a
person remain relatively safe without a risk of
being torn apart by the stings of a monstrous ant or
paralyzed by the poison of a wasp the size of a
tiger. Scientists in the bunker are looking for a way
out, simulating human perspectives on a
supercomputer that has its own plans ...
Earth civilization is destroyed by nuclear war.
People are extremely cruel
to each other.
Cannibalism is becoming commonplace. But even
in the most severe conditions it is impossible to
forget that we are all human beings first of all…

Author,
title

Sergey Vereskov, Six
Days

Publisher
EKSMO
ISBN
Year
Pages

978-5-04-109917-6
2020
256

The central image of the story is an unfinished
house in the middle of a grove that children have
“finished” for their games: three walls are made of
logs, the fourth is slightly lower and made of twigs,
the window apertures have no frames, but have red
curtains, and the roof has been haphazardly put
together from broken pieces of slate. In a village, a
boy is waiting for his grandmother who has left for
the city and died in a hospital. He catches a cold
and is bedridden with a fever. On the day of the
funerals, he leaves his home having recovered and
goes to meet his mother at the bus stop. Years pass,
and his dying mother sends him to a seaside city to
sell an apartment they inherited from a distant
relative. The protagonist meets a girl there who
reminds him of his first love, then encounters her
boyfriend who has a number of complexes and is
bitterly jealous. A conflict breaks out. All this time
the phone in the apartment keeps ringing, but no
one picks up. For six days the hospital has been
trying to reach the main character to tell him that
his mother died.

P
Author,
title
Publisher
ISBN
Year
Pages

R. Safiullin, The Set
Designs of Stalker: The
Story of an Artist from the
Zone
Poryadok Slov
5-905586-24-8
2019
160

Rashit Saffiulin worked as a set designer for Andrey
Tarkovsky’s film Stalker. He indeed was the creator
of a tangible world of the Zone. Every frame of the
film became a completed art piece thanks to his
hand-made designs. Rashit gently transferred very
complex Tarkovsky’s ideas into the set, the
language of materials, and art.

R

Author,
title

A. Alexandrov, Nastia: An
Autobiographical Story

Publisher

Rudomino Center for the
Book

ISBN
Year
Pages
Genre

978-5-00087-166-9
2019
72
Fiction

Author,
title

A. Pushkin, Little
Tragedies (with
scenography)

Publisher

Rudomino Center for the
Book
978-5-00087-171-3
2019
73
Russian literature

ISBN
Year
Pages
Genre

A documentary autobiographical story about the
Soviet life of the 1960-70-s is told on behalf of a
little boy. The author meticulously restores
touching and valuable memories about his nanny
and house, about life in the city and in the village
where the family spent their vacations. The book
is illustrated with the author's drawings in pastel.
It addresses those who are fond of modern
memoirs.

The unusual edition of the plays by Alexander
Sergeyevich Pushkin (1799-1837) is dedicated to
the 220th anniversary of his birth. The book
includes dramas The Miserly Knight, Mozart and
Salieri, The Stone Guest and A Feast in Time of
Plague. The book has an innovative cover; its
exquisite illustrations by the artist Mikhail
Fyodorov open each play in the book like a
theatre stage with wings. The gift series edition is
intended for the admirers of Pushkin's creative
work, as well as for connoisseurs of the book
publishing art.

Author,
title

Publisher
ISBN
Year
Pages
Genre

M. Yasnov, In the Nursery The anthology continues the series of books by
the literary critic, writer, children's poet Mikhail
of French Poetry:
Translations and Portraits Davidovich Yasnov (born 1946), and is dedicated
to French poetry and its Russian interpretations.
The book tells about the history of poetry for
Rudomino Center for the
children and its translations into Russian, as well
Book
as about this type of poetry as a cultural
phenomenon. The book includes samples of
978-5-91922-073-2
poetic folklore (counting-out rhymes, nursery
2019
rhymes, riddles, children's songs, Breton ballads),
works of forgotten poets of the 19th century and
288
texts of prominent 20th century representatives of
French literature
the children's book subculture. The anthology
includes works by Victor Hugo, Alexis Noel,
Louis Ratisbonne, Maurice Careme, Madeleine
Ley, Pierre Coran, Carl Norac, Jacques Prevert,
Claude Roy, Liz Mathieu, etc. The poems are
preceded by biographical data of the authors and
information about their work. Most of the
translations are published for the first time. The
book is intended for the admirers of M. D.
Yasnov’s talent as translator, as well as for all
lovers of French poetry and poetry for children.

Author,
title

V. Muravyov, Towards
Swift

Publisher

Rudomino Center for the
Book

ISBN
Year
Pages
Genre

978-5-00087-180-5
2020
304
Literary studies

The book includes two works about Swift, written
by the Soviet and Russian philologist, translator,
literary critic, poet Vladimir Sergeyevich
Muravyov (1939-2001) at the turn of the 1960-70s
- Jonathan Swift and Journey with Gulliver. The
Moscow philologist and intellectual explores the
life and work of the Anglo-Irish writer and
philosopher Jonathan Swift (1667-1745) and
maintains a kind of dialogue with him. The
foreword is compiled of excerpts from the
notebooks of Anna Akhmatova and Lidia
Chukovskaya with their comments on V.
Muravyov’s work. The publication is aimed at
literary critics, as well as at admires of Swift's
work and all those interested in classical English
literature.

Author,
title

N. Gogol, The InspectorGeneral (with
scenography)

Publisher

Rudomino Center for the
Book

ISBN
Year
Pages
Genre

978-5-00087-179-9
2020
160
Drama

The attention of readers is an unusual edition of
Nikolai V. Gogol's comedy (1809-1852), first
appeared on the Russian scene in 1836. The book
has an innovative cover; its exquisite illustrations
by the artist Mikhail Fyodorov open each part of
the play like a theatre stage with wings. The
appendix contains two scenes excluded from the
play, Gogol's letter, written shortly after the firstnight, and a selection of contemporary comments
on the stage and literary success of The InspectorGeneral. The gift series edition is intended for the
admirers of Gogol's creative work, as well as for
connoisseurs of the book publishing art..

Author,
title

V. Uroshevich, Look for
the Raven

Publisher

Rudomino Center for the
Book

ISBN
Year
Pages
Genre

978-5-00087-181-2
2020
224
Novel

Vlada Uroshevich, Macedonian prose writer and
poet, philologist and comparative linguist (born
1934), leans on events in modern times , but
engages new layers of history, mythology and
philosophy in the narrative. Thus, from a single
and quite obvious detective plot, he creates his
own Macedonian myth, as all the lines in the story
lead to one point in the Balkans, i.e. Macedonia.
The work of ‘tomb raiders’ turns only in a pretext
to ‘dig deeper’ into the national identity. The book
addresses all those who love modern Balkan
literature.

